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60 The Carbonate System and pH Control Chap. 4 

or, from (4-19), 

ac.l•a~co,- Kca~K•Keoz 
_.:::_~;.;:.. = 

Peoz Kz 
(4-25) 

Equation (4-25) is useful in understanding natural waters, since the controllin2 vari
ables in many natural systems are co. and HCOj. Carbonate concentration and pff 
can often be thought of as consequences of Pco,. and mHcor· For example, photosynthe
sis decreases dissolved C02 , which will increase the state of saturation. Respiration and 
aerobic decay' on the other hand, increase dissolved col and decrease saturation. 
Anaerobic decay with sulfate reduction (see Chapter 14) may be represented in a sim
plified way by the equation 

soi- + 2C011 + 2Hz0 = HzS + 2HC03 

Where C.,.. represents carbon in organic matter. Thus anaerobic decay will increase sat
uration with respect to carbonate minerals, the opposite of aerobic decay. 

Example 2 

How do the pH and calcium concentration of pure water in equilibrium with calcite 
vary as a function of Pco,.? 

K 
_ aH•aHco,

•-
aH~ 

Rearranging Eq. (4-27) and substituting (4-26) gives 

K.Kco,.Pco,. 
aHCOj = 

aH• 

Rearranging (4-29) and substituting (4-28) gives 

K.KzKco,.Peoz 
acof- = , 

art• 

Kca~ = acal• acoJ-

Substituting (4-30) in (4-31) gives 

K _ ac.l•K•K1KeozPeoz 
caJ - a~· 

The charge balance equation is 

mH• + 2nzc.l• = mHCO; + 2mcoJ- + moH-

(4-26) 

(4-27) 

(4-28) 

(4-29) 

(4-30) 

(4-31) 

(4-32) 

(4-33) 

If we restrict our attention to the pH region below 9, mH•, moH-, and 2mcoJ- will be 
small compared to 2mc.l• and mHCoJ in the charge balance equation (small quantities 
can be neglected when they are added to or subtracted from large quantities; they may 
not be neglected when they multiply large quantities). Equation (4-33) then simplifies 
to 
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or 

or 

2a.c.Z+ aHco; --=--
')leal+ 'Yiico; 

1 ')leal• 
ac.:+ = 2 aHCOj --

1'Jicor 

Substituting (4-28) in (4-35) and then substituting the result in (4-32) gives 

which rearranges to 

K 
_ ! K. Kce: Pee: K. K2 Kce: Pco,. i'cal+ 

cal -
aw a~· 'Yiicor 

which is the desired relationship. 

(4-34) 

(4-35) 

(4-36) 

The relationship is shown graphically in Fig. 4-4, assuming 25°C and a total 
pressure of 1 atm. The calculation of the activity coefficients can be done by an itera
tion procedure similar to that used in Example 5 of Chapter 2. For each value of Pee:. 
a preliminary calculation is made assuming that 'Yea:• = 'Yiicor; the concentrations of 
all species are calculated on this assumption, and these concentrations are used to cal
culate ')'c.:• and 'Yiicor by the Debye-Hiickel equation. These 'Y values are then used in 
Eq. (4-36) to give better values for pH and hence the concentrations of other dissolved 
species, and the cycle is repeated until consistent results are achieved. 

In most surface waters, the Pco2 lies between 10-2 atm and the atmospheric 
value of 10 3·3 atm. Waters with Pc0 , values in this range in equilibrium with calcite 
would have pH values between 7.3 an~ The majority of surface waters do have 

8.5 

(4-31) ~-.9 

{4-32) 

{4-33) 
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Figure 4-4 Relationship between pH and Pee: for pure water in equilibrium wilh 
calcite a1 2S"C and 1 atm total pressure. Note the difference of fonn when Pee: is 
plotted as a logarithm. 
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